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sharon kivland  
offer two: bumper freudian package 
 
domobaal editions, in association with information as material and cubearteditions, athens presents a special 
offer of a bumper freudian package of the following twelve books listed below. this is an opportunity to 
acquire these books at a keen price and to have an overview of kivland’s psychoanalytically-inflected reading, 
which she has described as ‘ventriloquism’.  the usual total retail price is £121.50 but here is offered for £85, 
including post and packing to all uk addresses. as some of the books are nearly out of print, this offer is 
limited to 40 subscribers, with preference given to those who subscribe to both of these elegant packages: 
offer one and offer two. all books may also be purchased individually via paypal from the online publication 
page. 
 
sharon kivland’s series, freud on holiday, addresses her particular relation to the work of sigmund freud. 
through photographs and essays, kivland’s books re-imagine journeys made (and sometimes dreamt) by freud to 
european sites of archaeological importance. she has just completed volume 3, the forgetting of a proper name, 
in which holiday destinations prove rather problematic. two appendices have been added to this series: freud’s 
weather and freud’s dining (which will be followed in 2012 by freud’s shopping and freud’s hotels). 
 
an accompanying series of books explores freud and architecture (l’esprit d’escalier, 2007), freud and real 
estate (an agent of the estate, 2008), freud and the wolf-man and deferred effect (afterwards, mead gallery, 
warwick arts centre, 2009), freud and the gift of flowers  (with forbes morlock, 2009), and the reason freud 
changed hotels in paris in 1885 (forthcoming, 2012). she has suddenly ventured into a series of pamphlets, 
printed in a small edition, titled reisen, of which there are two to date. an earlier book, from 1999, a case of 
hysteria  (london: book works) is also included. 
 
 
 
I 
freud on holiday. volume iii. the forgetting of a proper name 
published by information as material and cubearteditions, athens, 2011 
edition of 500 
designed by christos lialios 
greek translation by eleanna panagou 
isbn 9789609966238 (greece) 
isbn 9781907468063 (uk) 
pages 56  
softback and dust-jacket 
230 x 145 mm 
2 black and white illustrations and 16 colour illustrations 
price £12.50  
 
the third volume in the series freud on holiday describes a number of holiday possibilities, the problem of 
deciding where to go and when, the matters of cost and convenience, of appropriate companions and correct 
context. there are descriptions of train itineraries, of hotel rooms and restaurant menus, but the name of one 
restaurant resists recall for most of the book. there is a surprising connection with hysteria and another 
name is forgotten en route, accompanied by an embarrassing error in chronology. at last, forgotten names are 
remembered, although an image that has been talked away is not seen again.  
 
 
 
II 
freud on holiday. volume ii. a disturbance of memory 
published by information as material and cubearteditions, athens, 2007 
introduction by craig saper 
greek translation by maria skamaga 
isbn 9789608735491 (greece) 
isbn 9780955309236 (uk) 
pages 186 
binding softback 
50 black and white illustrations 
dimensions 230 x 150 mm 
price £16.50 
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like sigmund freud and his brother, sharon kivland and her sister go on holiday together each year. in trieste 
in 1904 sf and his brother determine to go to corfu but are told by their host it will be too hot and they 
should go to athens instead. any change of plan seems impractical, but they succeed in booking tickets for 
athens. when freud arrives in athens and stands on the acropolis he is surprised to find himself thinking: 'so 
all this really does exist, just as we learnt at school!' his surprise is twofold; first, that something 
unbelievable exists, and secondly, that its existence should have been in doubt. in a disturbance of memory, sk 
and her sister, accompanied also by sk’s son, follow the freud brothers to trieste and athens, but are 
frequently diverted by other traces, including those of james joyce, jacques derrida, italo svevo, and ulysses. 
there are photographs and drawings of uncertain origin, and descriptions of food, trains, and family 
romances. the english text is followed by a greek translation. 
 
 
 
  
III 
freud on holiday. volume i. freud dreams of rome 
published by information as material, 2006 
isbn 9780955309205 
pages 32 
binding softback 
11 black and white illustrations tipped in 
dimensions 230 x 145mm 
price £17.50 (very few copies remaining) 
 
in the first book in the series, freud dreams of rome, kivland explores the longing for rome which freud felt 
as he worked on his seminal project the interpretation of dreams. freud dreamt of visiting rome four times 
before actually getting there — when his experience of rome shifted from the imaginary to the real. kivland’s 
book creates an uncanny atmosphere, as do the images, allowing the reader to take a dérive through freud’s 
imagination. the images — introduced as ‘freud’s holiday photographs of rome’ — are rather strange. they 
show no people. they are oddly cropped. they reveal only impasses, dark courtyards, angles of buildings. 
following the text, the views appear as plates, tipped-in after the printing of the book. their source is 
uncertain. the text appears to be a conference paper, with sudden asides and peculiar distractions. a series of 
photo-etchings derived from the book were on exhibition at the freud museum, london, from november 2007 
to february 2008. 
 
 
 
IV 
freud on holiday. appendix i. freud’s weather 
published by information as material, 2011 
edition of 300 
designed by james brook 
isbn 9781907468094 
pages 16  
binding stapled 
230 x 145 mm 
price £7.50 
 
almost every year sigmund freud went on holiday, often accompanied by his brother alexander, an expert on 
railway transport, timetables, and travel tariffs. he made a distinction between the holidays he spent with his 
family during the month of august and those voyages he took later, most often in september, with complicated 
itineraries. freud prepared carefully for his trips, consulting tourist guides and other travel literature 
concerning the places he intended to visit attentively, especially those of the sites of classical antiquity, and of 
course, the famous baedeker. the fifty-six letters and hundred and eighty-nine postcards of his travel 
correspondence with his family between 1895 and 1923 reveal his enjoyment of these holidays, his pleasure in 
his liberty, in getting a bargain, in the blue skies and the southern warmth, in the beauty of the landscape, in 
wine and food. from this correspondence descriptions of the weather have been collected.  
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V 
freud on holiday. appendix ii. freud’s dining 
published by information as material, 2011 
designed by james brook 
edition of 300  
isbn 9781907468100 
pages 16 
binding stapled 
230 x 145 mm 
price £7.50 
 
almost every year sigmund freud went on holiday, often accompanied by his brother alexander, an expert on 
railway transport, timetables, and travel tariffs. he made a distinction between the holidays he spent with his 
family during the month of august and those voyages he took later, most often in september, with complicated  
itineraries. freud prepared carefully for his trips, consulting tourist guides and other travel literature 
concerning the places he intended to visit attentively, especially those of the sites of classical antiquity, and of 
course, the famous baedeker. the fifty-six letters and hundred and eighty-nine postcards of his travel 
correspondence with his family between 1895 and 1923 reveal his enjoyment of these holidays, his pleasure in 
his liberty, in getting a bargain, in the blue skies and the southern warmth, in the beauty of the landscape, in 
wine and food. from this correspondence descriptions of what he ate and drank (and comments on the state 
of his digestion) have been collected.  
 
 
VI 
reisen ii 
published by information as material, 2011 
edition of 150 
isbn 97819074680701 
pages 16 
binding stapled 
2 black and white photographic illustrations 
150 x 105 mm 
price £5 
 
reisen ii is the second in a series of occasional pamphlets, which refer to the trains, train journeys, railway-
lines, stations, station platforms, railway timetables, ticket collectors and train compartments in the life and 
work of sigmund freud. this modest booklet contains details of some of the train journeys of freud’s holidays, 
gleaned from his correspondence, with reference to contemporary editions of cook’s continental timetables, 
tourist’s handbook and steamship tables, supplemented by consultation of the european rail timetables of the 
present day. 
 
 
 
VII 
reisen i 
published by information as material, 2010 
edition of 150 
isbn 9781907468018 
pages 16 
binding stapled 
illustrations 2 black and white photographic illustrations 
dimensions 160 x 115 mm 
price £5.00 (very few copies remaining) 
 
reisen i is the first is a series of occasional pamphlets, which refer to the trains, train journeys, railway-lines, 
stations, station platforms, railway timetables, and train compartments in the life and work of sigmund freud. 
in 1899 the interpretation of dreams was published, from which kivland has drawn short extracts, edited, to a 
certain extent, in an attempt to retain only references to trains. she imagined that many more trains or 
railways had occurred in the dreams recounted therein and was disappointed that there were not more 
descriptions of the trains and routes, both main and branch lines, of the staats-eisenbahn-gesellschaft. still, 
un train peut en cacher un autre.  
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VIII 
freud and the gift of flowers (with forbes morlock) 
published by information as material, 2010 
isbn 9781907468001 
pages 32 
binding soft, perfectbound 
12 black and white photographic illustrations 
dimensions 170 x 100 mm 
price £7.50 
 
freud and the gift of flowers is a revised version of a seminar paper given by forbes morlock at the institute of 
germanic and romance studies, london, in june 2007. there are gardenias, there are letters and postcards, 
there are presents, and there are lavish illustrations of the flowers freud did not receive. 
 
 
 
IX 
afterwards 
published by information as material, 2009 
isbn 9780902683914 
pages 48 
binding soft, perfectbound 
24 black and white photographic illustrations 
dimensions 170 x 100 mm 
price £7.50 
 
a small, beautiful book, which accompanies the group exhibition ‘afterwards’, curated by the artist and writer 
sharon kivland for the mead gallery, warwick arts centre. the exhibition explores the concept of 
nachträglichkeit, the term employed by sigmund freud to describe the phenomena of ‘deferred action’, where 
impressions, experiences or memory traces gain significance as a result of re-experiencing the event. it is a term 
that has been translated as ‘belatedness’, ‘subsequently’, ‘après coup’, and ‘afterwardness’. as a psychoanalytic 
concept, it has been retroactively constructed. through the work of established and younger artists ordinary 
objects are recast, rupturing a distinction between object and representation.  
   
 
X 
an agent of the estate 
published by information as material, 2008 
isbn 978-095530-92-81 
pages 32 
binding soft, perfectbound 
14 black and white photographic illustrations 
dimensions 170 x 100 mm 
price £7.50 
 
sharon kivland has haunted the freud museums in london and vienna, more at home on the unhomely stairs, 
as though lingering improperly and listening at doors, an alien guest, she might find more than a petrified 
spectre of psychoanalysis. in an agent of the estate she invites the reader to follow her tour of properties, 
with some detours through stations and board games. adept in ventriloquism and other uncanny tricks, she 
offers a buyer’s guide to some of the dwelling-places of psychoanalysis, while reminding the reader that the 
ego is not master in its own house. 
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XI 
l’esprit d’escalier 
published by information as material, 2007 
isbn 9780953309243 
pages 32 
binding soft, perfectbound 
12 black and white photographic illustrations 
170 x 100 mm 
price £7.50 
 
l’esprit d’escalier is a revised version of a paper given in ‘outside/in: architecture, psychoanalysis, and spaces 
in-between’ at the freud museum, london, in june 2006 during architecture week (arts council of england). the 
text ostensibly pursues the references to domestic architecture in the dreams of sigmund freud as a narrative, 
while the subtext expresses anxiety, loss, and the revisiting of a subjective past — oh, and the forgetting of a 
lovely pair of shoes, as the author and freud miss a collision on the stairs of 19 berggasse, vienna. the text is 
punctuated by a series of black and white photographs, taken on the stairs of the same apartment block, as the 
author searched for her title, her shoes, and her subject.  

 
 

 
XII 
a case of hysteria 
published by book works, 1999 
edited by forbes morlock 
designed by john & orna designs 
isbn 9781870699259  
pages 321 
binding softback 
duotone photographs throughout 
174 x 230 mm 
price £20.00 
  
a case of hysteria draws on freud's analysis of dora, a young woman who is brought to him by her father. 
dora is suffering from repeated loss of voice and a nervous cough. sharon kivland has created a mystery 
novel about dora, which investigates the events discussed in her analysis as clues to the unlocking of a story 
of love and betrayal. the book is a critical study that rewrites one of the key texts in psychoanalysis. a case of 
hysteria reveals an illuminating picture of dora. the writer-turned detective traces the events recounted in the 
analysis, following the story to vienna, merano, and frazenbad.  
 
 
  

 




